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Abstract In this paper, for the ﬁrst time, we developed the measurement method

of the Topological Charge (TC) in millimeter wave with helical wavefront by a
triangular aperture. The millimeter wave with helical wavefront was passively generated by conversion from a Gaussian beam using a spiral mirror, which we also
developed. Each diﬀraction pattern depended on TC, and negative TC and positive TC were symmetric pairs under reﬂection. These diﬀraction patterns were
perfectly compatible with the calculation results.
Keywords Diﬀraction · Vortex · Helical Wavwfront · Aperture

1 Introduction

In 1992, a Laguerre Gaussian (LG) mode known as an optical vortex is shown by
Allen et al. [1]. It is well known that a Hermite Gaussian mode without a vortex
property has a plane or spherical equiphase front, while on the other hand the
equiphase front of an optical vortex has a spiral phase front. Also, it is known that
an optical vortex has not only Spin Angular Momentum (SAM) characterized by
the polarization of its waves but also Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM). Basically, an optical vortex is passively generated by using optical elements such as a
spiral phase plate, a computer-generated hologram, and a q-plate [2][3][4]. However, it is suggested in helical undulator radiation that radiation from a charged
particle in spiral motion has a helical wavefront. Studies regarding actively generated radiation with a helical wavefront without using optical elements have been
started [5][6]. Recently, it has been theoretically and experimentally shown that
radiation from a charged particle in spiral motion has a helical wavefront by Katoh et al. [7][8]. From this, it becomes possible to generate a vortex beam actively.
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Since the frequency of an actively generated vortex beam depends on the rotation frequency of the charged particle, it becomes possible to generate a vortex
beam in any wave band. Therefore, vortex beams have been actively generated
in several frequency bands such as Gamma ray, x-ray, and ultraviolet, which are
high-energy vortex beams because limitation of the optical elements no longer exists [9][10][11][12][13][14][15].
With a focus on generation of a millimeter wave with helical wavefront, we have
carried out an Electron Cyclotron Emission (ECE) experiment. Since electron cyclotron motion is also a type of spiral motion, ECE should also have a helical
wavefront. This experiment seeks to generate high power coherent ECE with a
helical wavefront [16], and then identify the Topological Charge (TC). Here, TC
is also called the orbital angular momentum quantum number, which is 2π times
an integer (TC) from line integrating around the optical axis. By injecting a high
power Right-Handed Circular Polarized (RHCP) wave into a multi-electron system
in cyclotron motion, we can generate the gyro-phase controlled multi-electron system, which can actively emit ECE with a helical wavefront. Because the radiation
from an electron has a low energy, the superposition of electric ﬁelds is necessary.
Although a vortex beam in millimeter wave regime has been actively investigated,
studies to identify the TC of millimeter wave with helical wavefront have not been
conducted. Because studies on millimeter wave with helical wavefront mainly focus on the use of the wave in telecommunication and creating vortex beams with
known TC is necessary for better telecommunication [17][18][19][20][21][22][23][24].
The purpose of our research is to experimentally demonstrate the helical wavefront
of actively generated ECE in millimeter wave regime by identifying the TC.
In this paper, we will show the measurement method of millimeter-wave radiation with a helical wavefront. We developed the method to estimate a helical
wavefront and to identify the TC. This is a diﬀraction method of a millimeter
wave with a helical wavefront by a triangular aperture. The beams in millimeter
wave regime are low-energy beams as compared to the beams with shorter wavelength such as Gamma ray, x-ray, and ultraviolet. Using a triangular aperture
with a larger area is more appropriate for our purpose than other types of aperture because more diﬀracted light can be obtained. This method was successfully
checked by using the passively generated vortex beam from a Gaussian beam in the
millimeter wave regime by a spiral mirror. The characteristic diﬀraction pattern
of the vortex beam by a triangular aperture was observed. Since the diﬀraction
patterns depends on the TC, we can identify the TC of the vortex beam. Actually, diﬀraction experiments by using several kinds of apertures outside the longer
wavelength regime have been carried out, such as diﬀraction by single slit [25],
double slits [8][26][27], triangular aperture [28][29][30][31], angular aperture [32],
angular double slits [33], and oﬀ-axis diﬀraction by circular aperture [34]. However,
a diﬀraction experiment in the longer wavelength regime including the millimeter
wave regime has never been reported. Thus, we will report the diﬀraction pattern
in millimeter wave with helical wavefront for the ﬁrst time.
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2 Experiment and Calculation Results

The diﬀraction experiment was carried out as shown in Fig.1. The millimeter wave
with a helical wavefront was generated by conversion from a Gaussian beam from
the spiral mirror [35]. Fig.2 shows a picture of the spiral mirror. The zm value
(height) of the spiral mirror is constant in the radial direction but varies with the
azimuthal angle. Furthermore, we also developed the spiral mirror with focusing
abilities. The diﬀerence of the zm value at the step (at ϕm = 0) depends on the
TC of the vortex beam we would like to generate, and on the injection angle. The
origin of the spiral mirror has a singular point which is indeﬁnite in zm value.
These spiral mirrors specialized in 45 deg. injection and reﬂection. We have 6
kinds of spiral mirrors with TC from -3 to +3 except for 0. The Gaussian beam
with frequency 154 GHz, power 12-15 mW (measured by Mm Wave high sensitive
power meter with model DPM-06 produced by ELVA-1,), and wavelength 1.95 mm
was injected into the spiral mirror. Millimeter Wave Broadband BWO source with
model G4-143g produced by ELVA-1 was used as the power source. The convex
lens was installed between the oscillator and the spiral mirror for focusing the
beam waist. The vortex beam generated by the spiral mirror was then injected
into the triangular aperture, where the diﬀracted beam was measured by a subTHz camera (Terahertz camera with model T30/64/64 produced by Terasense

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: Sub-THz Imaging camera has sensor size 192 × 192 mm and
64 × 64 pixels, totaling 4096 pixels. The power sensitivity per pixel has 4 - 45 nW/pixel,
which depends on the exposure. Frequency sensitivity also has the range from 0.02 THz (20
GHz) to 0.7 THz (700 GHz).
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Fig. 2 Spiral mirror with TC = +3. The origin has a singular point with indeﬁnite zm value,
and then the step (at ϕm = 0) depends on TC of the vortex beam and on the injection angle.

Group Inc.). The high-precision alignment was performed so that the optical axis
and the center of gravity of the triangular aperture coincide. The distance from
the oscillator to the convex lens was 280 mm, from the convex lens to the spiral
mirror was 480 mm, from the spiral mirror to the aperture was 200 mm, and from
the aperture to the camera was 250 mm, respectively. In the calculation, an LG
beam was used for the millimeter vortex beam. An LG beam is represented as
follows [1],
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where E is the electric ﬁeld; r, z , and ϕ are parameters in the cylindrical coordinate
system; p and l are radius index and azimuthal index (l is equivalent to TC); L
is associated Laguerre polynomials with p and l; w, k, R, and zR are waist size,
wave-number, radius of curvature, and Rayleigh length, respectively. ω and t are
angular frequency and time. Diﬀraction by an aperture was calculated by the
Huygens-Fresnel principle as follows [36],
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Fig. 3 Intensity distributions of the millimeter wave in 154 GHz with a helical wavefront at
the aperture position. The left ﬁgure shows the calculated intensity distribution by eq.(1) with
waist size 13 mm. The right ﬁgure shows the measured intensity distribution. Both ﬁgures had
clear donuts-shaped intensity distribution. Scale of both the vertical axis and the horizontal
axis were 200 mm, and the intensity with linear scale was normalized by being maximum value
1. Next, white line with triangle on the left ﬁgure represents size of the triangular aperture.
The optical axis of the vortex beam coincided with the center of gravity of the triangular
aperture, and then the bright ring was slightly larger than the inscribed circle.

where c and t′ are light speed and observer time, that is, retarded time, and dS ′
means the integration on the aperture area. Fig.3 shows the intensity distributions with radial index p = 0 and azimuthal index (equivalent to TC) l = 1 on
the aperture position. The left ﬁgure represents the calculation of the intensity
distribution from an LG beam, and the right ﬁgure shows the intensity distribution of the measured result. We can see that the experimental result clearly had
the donut-shaped intensity distribution which was the characteristic of the vortex
beam. Here it was assumed that the calculated vortex beam had waist size of 13
mm in the light of the measured intensity distribution on the aperture position.
Also the white line with triangle represents the size of the triangular aperture. As
we can see, an equilateral triangular aperture with sides of 40 mm was used in
this experiment. This size was large enough for the vortex beam to pass through
the aperture. Actually, diﬀraction patterns appear more clearly if the size of the
aperture is much smaller. However, in that case, most of the power of the vortex
beam is cut oﬀ at the outside frame of the aperture. The power of the vortex beam
before passing through the aperture was ten or more mW. But only a power of
at least 10 mW can be detected by the camera. In other words, the diﬀraction
power is larger than minimal pixel sensitivity at the pixels where the polka-dot
patterns are formed if we use the power source as the LG beam with 10 mW.
Note that this value completely depends on the experimental setup, especially the
aperture size, beam size on the aperture position, and pixel sensitivity. Note that
this value totally depends on the experimental setup, especially the aperture size,
beam size on the aperture position, pixel sensitivity. Therefore, we set the sides of
the aperture to 40 mm, which allowed the power to pass through suﬃciently.
Fig.4 shows the diﬀraction patterns by a triangular aperture of a millimeter
wave with a helical wavefront. Fig.4(a) shows the case of negative TC, which is
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Fig. 4 (a): Diﬀraction patterns by the millimeter wave with a helical wavefront with negative
TC. The left row is the calculation results. The right row is the experimental results. Top
ﬁgures show TC = −1, middle ﬁgures show the TC = −2, and bottom ﬁgures show TC = −3.
Scale of both the vertical axis and the horizontal axis are 200 mm, and then the intensity
is normalized by being maximum value 1. (b): Same as Fig. 4(a), but the sign of the TC is
positive.

-1, -2, and -3 from top to bottom. Fig.4(b) shows the case of positive TC, which
is 1, 2, and 3 from top to bottom. In both ﬁgures, the left column represents the
calculation results and the right column represents the experimental results. For
generating several kinds of vortex beams, we had to replace the spiral mirror every
time. Since it was an important factor that the center of gravity of the aperture
coincides with the optical axis of the vortex beam, precise alignment had to be
carried out every time. In the experiment, we obtained the characteristic diﬀraction patterns which were resemble polka-dot patterns. The diﬀraction patterns
were also calculated by the Huygens-Fresnel principle in eq.(2). These calculation
results were perfectly compatible with the experimental results. Also, as you can
see, these diﬀraction patterns depended on TC, and negative TC and positive TC
were symmetric pairs under reﬂection. Note that the diﬀraction powers measured
far from the polka-dot patterns indicate the noise level. Therefore, we were able
to estimate the vortex property and identify the TC even in the millimeter wave
regime.
Finally, ﬁg.5 shows the diﬀraction patterns by a triangular aperture of a millimeter wave without a vortex property, that is, only a Gaussian beam. As we can
see, the characteristic diﬀraction patterns did not appear when the injected beam
had no vortex property. This result is also important for identifying between a
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Fig. 5 Diﬀraction patterns by the Gaussian millimeter wave (this is equivalent to TC = 0).
The left is the calculation result. The right is the experimental result. In the case of Gaussian
beam, the characteristic diﬀraction pattern did not appear.

vortex beam and a Gaussian beam.

3 Summary

In this research, we carried out a diﬀraction experiment by a triangular aperture
using passively generated millimeter waves with a helical wavefront, using a spiral
mirror. In the experiment, donut-shaped intensity distribution was measured at the
aperture position. Based on this intensity distribution, diﬀraction patterns were
calculated using the Huygens-Fresnel principle, which had characteristic diﬀraction patterns that were resemble polka-dot patterns. In the experiment, the same
pattern was measured. It became obvious that these diﬀraction patterns depend on
the TC, and that negative TC and positive TC had reﬂection symmetry. Therefore,
we were able to estimate a millimeter wave with a helical wavefront and to identify
the TC. In the future, we will adapt this diﬀraction method by a triangular aperture to a measurement of actively generated ECE. Then we will experimentally
demonstrate the vortex property of ECE.
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